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1: Pet Adoption Day Silent Auction | spcaLA
With scarcely a voice raised in protest, adoption in America has become the Silent Solution. In the last 20 years we've
witnessed a remarkable statistical turnaround: then 85 to 90 percent of all unwed mothers placed their babies for
adoption; now 85 to 90 percent of unmarried teens who give birth.

Our sons from across the ocean. Each day I get the pleasure of greeting them in the morning and each night
kissing their little heads to sleep. They go through the day talking and creating messes and making plans on
this, that or the other. They are silly and fun and keep us on our toes in this house. But they are more than just
beautiful boys in a picture. Though they are fun-loving and silly and creators of all the mess in our house, I
would be selling them short and this blog short to only imply that is all to their lives. Our boys come with
stories. Stories filled with grief and loss. Both were abandoned at birth. Both spent their first five years in baby
houses where they learned that soft hands would never pick them up if they cried, so they learned to bury their
cries deep down into the very depth of their beings. So they learned to rock themselves. Back and forth in their
cribs. My boys rocked themselves because no loving hands took the time to rock them. They still rock
themselves. They still rock themselves at night. Both boys had disabilities that sidelined them. Disabilities that
caused them endless hours of suffering in hospitals without kind hands to caress away the pain. Both boys
spent way too many years living in institutions where survival of the fittest was the rule they learned to live
by. And they bear those scars. Both of my boys. They bear the scars of neglect and abandonment. They carry
with them the trauma of their early years in and out of hospitals. I would be wrong in this blog to indicate that
they came blazing out of their former lives and danced merrily into our family with ease. Five and a half years
ago we met a scared little boy who had been sentenced to live the rest of his life in a mental institute, but for
the Grace of God. Last year we met another little boy who had spent almost 11 years of his life whispering
prayers for a family to love him best of all. Both boys in their own way have rocked our worlds. There have
been times when we have been deep in the trenches with our sons. In those times we have struggled to put into
words what it is like because we barely understood the rules of engagement. Sometimes a whole maze of
trenches. Some trenches are shallow and easy. Some are deep and devastatingly complicated. Some are too
darn confusing. I am not usually one to be at a loss for words but honestly, when it comes to figuring out the
world of my adopted sons I tend to be often at a loss for words. There are some days when I want to just sit
down and write a book. Because maybe then I could bring clarity to what we have experienced with our sweet
sons from across the ocean. There are a million books about caring for a newborn baby. I read them all when I
was expecting Ben and Elijah. There are just as many million about what to expect the first year of life with
that baby. I read those too. There are few books on how to care for a child just out of a mental institute. No
one has written the manual for how to teach a child who was raised where books were non-existent and who
spent every single day of his first five years in two rooms with just baby toys which most of the time sat pretty
on the shelf. There are only a few books out there that gave us clues on how to navigate in a world where our
son cycled back and forth from emotional sunshine to rain throughout the day. There are no how-to books
about the effect of transfer to a mental institute on a five year old little boy. None that I have ever found. So
we winged it. We trial and errored with Aaron. He had given up all language in the mental institute. We
instituted talking as a rule in our family. He learned what family meant and we learned to love a little boy who
recoiled when touched. We realized early on that formal learning was out the window. He needed time to just
play. No toys sat on the shelf in our house. We let him play. Hour after hour after hour he played, surrounded
by trucks and trains and planes because for two solid years every single one of his simple little conversations
was about trucks or trains or planes. We battled for his heart and some days we felt vindicated in our battle
and others battered and bruised. Trench life is hard on the family. Children from institutes are world-class
experts on how to manipulate between the parents. We had to learn quickly how to deal with the manipulation.
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2: Adopting a Burgundy Willow: Silent Auction Fundraisers ~What I would and wouldn't do again
Pet adoption: adopt a homeless pet (dog or cat) or pets from animal shelters. Petfinder has helped with more than 13
million pet adoptions since

Overview[ edit ] A draft version of the text is circulated among participants who have a last opportunity to
propose changes or amendments to the text. Often this procedure is the last step in adopting the text, after the
basic premises of the text have been agreed upon in previous negotiations. In the context of international
organisations , the subject of the procedure is often a joint statement or a procedural document, a formal vote
on which with the members meeting in person is deemed unnecessary. Indeed, it is often impractical to try to
stage a meeting between representatives of all member states either due to the limited importance of the text to
be agreed upon or due to time constraints in the case of a joint declaration prompted by recent events. A
textbook on diplomacy describes the silence procedure thus: This procedure relies on a member in a minority
fearing that raising an objection will expose it to the charge of obstructiveness and, thereby, the perils of
isolation. In that case, the relevant text shall be deemed to be adopted at the end of the period laid down by the
Presidency depending on the urgency of the matter, except where a member of the Council objects. The
Chairperson may suggest the adoption of a decision through a silence procedure. Such a suggestion shall be
made during a meeting, with an indication of the exact time for the expiration of the period of silence. If there
is no objection expressed by a Representative at that meeting, the decision shall be regarded as placed under a
silence procedure. Immediately after that meeting, the Secretariat shall issue an interim text of the decision
without a number and with a temporary title reflecting the fact that the decision is subject to a silence
procedure. The interim text shall be appended to the journal of that meeting. The silence shall be regarded as
broken if an objection or an amendment has been communicated by a participating State to the Chairperson in
writing before the expiration of the silence period. In this case, the Chairperson shall immediately inform the
participating States in writing that the decision in question has not been adopted. If the silence has not been
broken, the Chairperson, immediately after the expiration of the silence period, shall inform the participating
States in writing that the decision in question has been adopted. The text of the decision shall not be issued
until the next meeting. If urgent administrative actions are to be taken on the basis of that decision, the
Chairperson may send the text of the decision to a relevant executive structure strictly for internal use. At the
first meeting following the adoption of the decision, the Chairperson shall make an announcement concerning
the adoption of the decision. Immediately after that meeting, the decision, with interpretative statements and
formal reservations attached, if any, shall be issued by the Secretariat in a standard OSCE format and
appended to the journal of that meeting. The date of the expiration of the silence period shall be regarded as
the date of adoption of the decision.
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Adoptions benefits are easy to implement and include paid leave or unpaid leave, financial assistance for adoption
expenses, and/or workplace recognition and celebration of families formed through adoption.

Take home a pet for the holidays in one of our favorite shelter traditions: Come to the shelter on December
21st â€” December 24th Work with our team to find a pet to match your home and lifestyle Keep your guest
until December 26th â€” just enough time to enjoy the holidays Return your pet on December 26th or if you
fall in love â€” adopt! Our staff will be on hand to help you find the right fit for your home. Silent Night
fosters are welcome to go home beginning 12 p. Read the answers to more frequently asked questions below.
Do I need to sign up in advance? No, just come down to the shelter. There are no advance sign-ups or RSVPs
needed. How will I know the pet is a good fit in my home? Our staff will work with you. We can find you a
great match! Does it cost anything? There is no cost to take home a Silent Night foster pet. You will need to
provide a collar, leash, food, litterbox, etc. Feel free to spoil your pet with treats and toys on Christmas! Are
the pets healthy? If there is a health concern that we have noted, you will be made aware and medicine will go
home with you. If a health concern arises, you can email LJackowiec jaxhumane. The only day we are closed
is Christmas, December 25th. Where can I see the eligible pets? Visit our adoption page or come in person to
Beach Blvd. Can I put a hold on a pet? We do not do holds, so we encourage you to come early! Our website
is as accurate as possible. How long does it last? Pets can go home beginning Dec. You are welcome to keep
your pet a little longer if you need more time to consider adoption. Can I adopt my Silent Night foster pet?
Starting December 26th you can adopt. Just email Adoptions jaxhumane. How else can I help my Silent Night
foster pet? One amazing way to help is to promote your foster pet for adoption on your social media channels
â€” Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, Next Door, etc. You never know which of your friends and
family members will want to adopt! How can I help? The best way to help is to make a donation! Your
donation will help find homes for the more than 5, dogs and cats who arrive at the Jacksonville Humane
Society each year. Click here to donate today!
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Navigating an open adoption relationship is, in many ways, like any other relationship with family or close friends. There
will be times of more communication and times when life is busy and one or more parties communicate less frequently.

They are used books and they box them up and send them to you. My husband, sister and I had to sort through
them and decide which ones to keep and which to toss. There were one or two I kept for myself or my niece,
but I tried to let most of them go. The second thing I did was look for things that were "like new" being sold. I
confess, I got a good bit of what I had in there at Goodwill or other thrift stores. Now, I must confess that my
family has a slight problem with hoarding, so finding things that were "like new" was not hard for me. My
mom buys stuff all the time on sale and it never gets used. This really paid off for the silent auction when my
parents donated things to bring their grandbabies home! The third thing I did was keep an eye out for deals. If
something was on sale and would look nice in a basket, I bought it and saved it. We were able to buy things at
a cheaper price and therefore could actually make money from it. I also built a lot around what I already had.
That camping basket was built around two sleeping bags David and I had bought at another silent auction,
opened and never used. We included a lantern my mom had never used, some antique fishing rods my dad had
and we cleaned up , a fly fishing tackle box, and a selfie stick which is the only thing I actually bought The
last thing I did was the most important. I asked for donations. I gave everyone I asked a flyer for the silent
auction and invited them to come. But most people were very willing to donate! Telling small businesses we
were adopting and explaining why was enough for most people. I tried to refer people to our blog as much as
possible so if they wanted to check on anything they could. We also knew quite a few people ourselves,
neighbors, friends, business associates, and we asked everyone we knew. Some of them said no, but offered
other things, some gave gift cards, some gave small items we put into other baskets, some donated entire
baskets pre-made , most of them gave so much I was astonished! I was absolutely blown away by how much
kindness we received, how much people gave and how willing they were to be invested in our story of bring
children home to a family. We put together a pasta bar dinner for donations, and were able to set out some
donated desserts. The location we had it at was a church reception hall, it was perfect because we had the
kitchen to do the food, tables to eat and chat, tables for the auction and even a microphone for announcements
more about this in a minute! We were able to get it for free, but we had to make sure it was set up in between
the events that were taking place there. Everything had to be cleaned up by the next morning for church. They
had strung up lights, BBQ and blankets out on the lawn. The set up a speaker and microphone and made their
announcements from there. I could get on-board with that! We also had to set up the bidding sheets. This was
both the easiest and hardest part of the whole ordeal. Editing the file is way easier than having to do it all at
once. I used Word to create a bidding sheet, it already had a nice template. I adjusted a few things, threw in
our adoption icon and was ready to rock and roll.
5: Silent Promises
A Silent Adoption was written for anyone who has a passion and love of children. Patricia Akins is coming of age in the
eighties where a small Southern town offers the setting for a family fraught with turmoil.

6: How to Run a Silent Auction (with Pictures) - wikiHow
How else can I help my Silent Night foster pet? One amazing way to help is to promote your foster pet for adoption on
your social media channels - Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, Next Door, etc.

7: Silent Night | Jacksonville Humane Society
The Curries Adoption Silent Auction. likes. Our friends Nathan and Kim Currie are adopting #3! This is a Silent Auction
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Fundraiser to help them with.

8: Micah Six Eight: The Silence of Adoption
The family is so great about sharing the adoption story and so many jump on board to support and encourage and then
the family hits American soil and suddenly the family is silent. A blog here or there with happy pictures or maybe hints
that things are tough but few words and little information.

9: 5 Great Silent Auction Ideas for Your Next Event
Enjoy delicious food catered by the Baylor Club, be inspired with stories of real lives touched by adoption, and take part
in the evening's fun â€” audible and silent auctions, raffles, and special drawings.
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